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KONNA, KONTIO, AND ORAVA 
E U P H E M I S T I C A N I M A L N A M E S IN B A L T I C F I N N I C 

The traditional Baltic Finnic etymological investigation in the 
lexicon might he characterized as atomistic, based on strict phonetic 
and semantic correspondences in the attested tokens of the sister 
languages. This tendency has avoided searching historical connections 
between words which sometimes are only slightly different in form 
and meaning. One has been happy to state that a certain word and 
its cognates have a certain meaning, without any claims to knowing 
what may lie behind or at their side. This restraint principle has 
also hindered the full acceptance of several recent proposals for 
loan etymologies which show a wider and more complex conception 
of history with respect to both phonetic and semantic processes. 
Without such a wider diachronic perspective it is not possible to 
perceive the genetic relationship between the Finnish words tosi 
'true' and tamma 'mare', which through different routes derive 
from PIE *dmtó- 'domesticated' (cf. Koivulehto 1983:120). 

Language is a social phenomenon, and words are no hermits 
either. They have their complex biographies which normally contain 
a sequence of changes, both in form and content, caused by morpho-
phonetic analogies or reinterpretations and various other psychological 
associations. Phonological, morphological, and semantic re-examination 
of the lexicon often permits us to dig up an ancient common source 
for two or more words which now lead separate lives. 

Fi. konna 'frog' ~ kontio 'bear' *k.onta 'leg, shin' 

SSA gives Fi. konna (Est. konn ~ kond, Kar., Votic konna, Liv. 
küonä) as an isolated entry, while Fi. kontio (Kar., Veps kontie, 
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kondi, kondi) is connected with the verbs kontia, kontata 'clamber, 
crawl, walk on all fours' (Est. kŐndima, dial, kondama, konnama 
'go, walk') and the noun kontti 'leg, shin' (Est. kont 'bone'). In a 
more accurate analysis, however, it appears probable that these 
two animal names belong together and reflect the same kind of 
metaphoric development: 'leg' ~ 'move heavily, crawl' > 'animal 
which clambers, crawls'. Both creatures are characterized by their 
particular movement of legs, clambering and crawling. 

The word kontio has been explained as a euphemistic formation, 
as one of the numerous "nick-names" of the bear, an important 
taboo-animal in the ancient hunters' society. Kontio like karhu (the 
standard word for 'bear') then lost its euphemistic function becoming 
in turn a word to avoid. It has been replaced by other metaphoric 
expressions like mesikämmen 'honey paw', jumalanvilja 'God's crops', 
metsän vanhus 'the old one of the forest' (cf. Nirvi 1944:73-79). The 
oldest attested bear name oksi appears only in toponyms. 

Also the frog can be considered a taboo-animal on the basis of 
the many beliefs connected with it. Thus k.on?2a probably is a 
euphemistic word like its synonym sammakko, sampa ('stem, post' 
> 'frog') which seems to refer to very old Eurasiatic mythological 
contexts (cf. Uotila 1973:11-14). Consider para, a mythological 
being, believed to further wealth (and also jeopardizing it if treated 
badly), which was often thought of in the form of the frog (Harva 
1948:429). Common is also the conception of the frog as the spirit 
of the well. It has been recorded in a folkloristic context that a 
lazy, sprawling, and crawling person transformed into an ojakoiina 
'frog' [= 'ditch konna'} (Haavio 1942: 506-507, 510). 

It seems plausible to suppose that konna 'frog' (often in the 
compound rupikonna 'toad' [= literally 'scab frog'] and kontio 'bear' 
derive from the same word stem, because of their phonetic affinity, 
the same metaphoric motivation, and — what is particularly significant 
— because they can occur in the same phraseological contexts or 
even be interchangeable. In the dialect of Vihti (Southern Finland) 
kontio means both 'bear' and 'frog'. That konna, beyond its principal 
meaning 'frog', may also denote 'bear', is witnessed by such idioms 
in the Eastern dialects as iso miehen konna (ukon kontio) 'big, 
hulking man' and metcin konna 'bear' (Maaninka). Furthermore 
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konna and kontio have clearly the same function in a saying 
formula known in Western and Eastern Finland: Kylän hyvä, koin 
kontio (The Karelian Isthmus), Kylän hyvä ja koron konna (Southern 
Ostrobothnia) 'good in the village, bad at home'; this describes a 
person who is kind to outsiders and behaves badly with his family. 
Konna and kontio have, in fact, also the secondary meaning 'bad, 
angry person'. For konna a still more drastic negative connotation 
'dishonest, criminal person' is attested in all dialects and in standard 
Finnish (cf. Lönnrot konna 'evil spirit', myth.). A milder connotation 
'funny, strange, witty' is also common in the dialects (SMSA). 

Flow could we explain the formal relationship between these 
two words? SSA combines the noun kontti 'leg, shin' with the verbs 
kontata, kontia, while the «-stem noun kontta 'state of stiffness due 
to cold' would not be considered for its semantic divergence, although 
hibernation etc. might provide a link. The verbs, however, imply an 
«-stem in the base form, and we have to assume an earlier existence 
of a variation *kontta ~ *konta 'leg, shin', from which kontti is a 
later z-derivation, cf. viha > vihata, muna > munia. It is, in fact, 
quite evident that this stem is concealed in fixed idioms like olla 
kontallaan, neljän kontan (~ nelin kontin), kontasillaan 'to be on 
all fours'. Some derivatives imply the geminate base kontta, e.g. 
kontallaan, kontata, konttia (= kontia), konttamaisin, some others 
require instead the form konta with a single t, e.g. kontasillaan, 
kontamaisin, konnata (= kontata), kontia, konnahtaa 'rise to one's 
feet' (dial.). This kind of alternation is quite normal in Finnish. 

Thus *konta 'leg, shin' could have been the source for the 
metaphoric euphemisms kontio and konna. Kontio is a regular io-
derivation from the verb kontia (<— konta), but in dialects we have 
also a form which directly reflects the nominal basis, i. e., kontta 
'bear' (Kiihtelysvaara). As for konna, it has been generalized from 
the weak grade konna- of konta. We have a parallel case in Fi. 
onni: orine- 'fortune' with a frozen the weak grade of the paradigm 
onsi-.onte--.onne- 'empty space' (cf. Anttila & Uotila 1985). This 
development is probable also because words ending in -nna are 
extremely few in Finnish, and only two of them are old Baltic 
Finnic words, viz. konna and linna 'castle, fort, town'. Neither is 
linna an original shape, but an assimilatory outcome of *litna 
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(Posti 1942:185, Tunkelo 1946:216). A concrete piece of evidence 
for the reconstruction *konta > konna is given by the Estonian 
dialectal form kond-. gen. konna (Wiedemann) which still at least 
a hundred years ago existed in addition to the assimilated standard 
form konn-. konna. The form kond must reflect the original form, 
although Mägiste, without any arguments, considers it as secondary. 
Note also that kond: konna 'community, municipality' shows a dialectal 
weak grade nominative konn, and in this case there is no doubt 
that it is secondary with respect to kond. 

The third animal name derived from the base word konta is Fi. 
dial, kontiainen 'louse'. It also seems to have a euphemistic connotation. 
The basic noun konta 'leg, shin' probably served to form this kind 
of terms designating horrifying, crawling, and clambering animals. 
According to an attestation from Värmland the hedgehogs eat 
rupisammakotta jotka ei jaksa kävellä mut kontii 'toads which can't 
walk but crawl'. It is true that the jumping or "leg property" of the 
frog could have given the term equally well. One and the same 
form has also been used to denote different animals, as we have 
seen in the case of the bear and the frog in Finnish dialects. The 
palatalized variant konn of Est. konn 'frog' means 'louse' (Wiedemann), 
and Est. metsakonn signifies 'wolf (cf. Fi. dial, metän konna 'bear'). 
This interchangeability is witnessed also in the Eastern Finnish attestation 
Karhut pois piästä '(let us comb) the bears (= lice) out of the hair' 
(Nirvi 1944:42). On the other hand, the manner of moving seems to 
have been the point of departure also for other euphemistic expressions 
like Kar. kulgija 'snake' (lit. 'walker, mover, wanderer'). It is interesting 
and strongly in support of my interpretation that also without the 
metaphoric motivation of "shin animal" the meanings 'bear, louse, 
mollusk ~ devil' go together in Fi. kouko and kurko, both Baltic 
loans from mythological contexts (SSA; Kalima 1936:119, 122). 
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Fi. orava 'squirrel' ~ ora 'thorn, point, awl'. 

According to spontaneous linguistic folk reasoning Fi. orava should 
be an adjectival derivative in -va from ora. It would be a regular 
formation which has many parallels in the basic vocabulary, e.g. 
terä 'edge': terävä 'sharp', liha 'flesh': lihava 'obese, stout, fat'. Also 
the semantic connection is supported by a natural form association 
between a small, thin object and the appearance of the squirrel. 
Strangely enough the possible relationship between the two words 
ora and orava has not even been mentioned in SKES or in the 
etymological literature in general. Only Kettunen (1944:190) has 
briefly referred to this possibility, suggesting that orava could reflect 
a euphemistic source 'similar to a thorn or point' or 'pointed nose'. 

The squirrel has been one of the most important items in the 
ancient fur trade. Its old name raha has even assumed the meaning 
'money', and the unit of hundred squirrel pelts came to designate 
'price' through a Baltic loan word in Finnish hinta, cf. Lith. Simtas 
'100' (Uotila 1990:265-268). Thus the squirrel, more than any other 
game animal, must have been an object of euphemistic naming. In 
Finnish folk poetry one of the designations of the squirrel is 
kuusenkukka 'the blossom of the spruce'. Lönnrot mentions 
pihkanokka 'resin nose' and mäntykarhu 'pine bear'. Other similar 
metaphoric euphemisms are e.g. Liv. pu-kas' 'tree cat', Est. männä 
ärg 'pine ox', Kar. honk.ahärkä 'idem', Greek skíouros 'shadow 
tail', German Baumfuchs 'tree fox', Eichkätzchen 'oak cat'. 

The distribution of the cognates of both ora and orava in the 
related languages seems to warrant at least a Finno-Ugric date for 
the words. Ora is usually taken as a Proto-Aryan loan in Finno-
Ugric. The Volga Finnic examples are practically identical for both 
words: MordE uro, MordM urä 'awl' ~ MordE ur, uro, Cher, ur 
'squirrel'. Thus it is natural to assume that they continue one and 
the same word which has split in two due to euphemism. If this 
is true, the euphemistic term for the squirrel derives at least from 
the Volga Finnic times. The derivative form in -va appears then in 
early Proto-(Baltic)Finnic. Fi. orava has, in fact, formal matchings 
in all Baltic Finnic languages and in Lapp (cf. LappT viorrev 'squirrel' 
~ viorre 'awl'). This is a typical case of original polysemy fading 
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into homophony, which again is differentiated by assigning a formal 
distinction between the words: -va was added to one; cf. Fi. kirja 
'book, letter' —> kirja 'book', kirje 'letter'. A concrete model for 
orava may have been, e.g., the word majava 'beaver', apparently 
containing the same unit -va (cf. maja 'hut'). The derivational 
origin of orava is supported further by the Estonian word with the 
suffix -ja, i.e., or aja (Wiedemann). 

From the typological point of view orava 'thorn-like, point-like' 
seems to represent, in contrast to "pine bears", "tree cats" etc., the 
oldest, the most simple and elementary metaphoric euphemism for 
the animal, parallel to karhu '[with] coarse [hair]', kontio 'clamberer' 
and konna 'crawler'. 
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